Abstract-This paper presents the development and evalu-Fourier transform, principal component analysis (PCA), ation of a time-frequency processing technique for detection fractal analysis, and spectra. For the final classification and classification of buried cylindrical targets from chirp-step, some of the frequently encountered techniques are based parametric sonar data. The software is designed to discriminate between cylindrical targets -such as cables-Bayesian classifiers, nonparametric techniques (such as of different diameters, which need to be identified as different nearest neighbor), hidden Markov models, and neural netfrom other strong reflectors or point targets. The method works [1]. is evaluated on synthetic data generated with an acoustic A pattern recognition approach for classification of scattering model for elastic cylinders for seven different buried targets (such as cables) from parametric sonar are then applied to the most significant singular values to the aim of detecting and classifying embedded or partially produce the final classification. The study is carried out for embedded objects such as pipelines, lost cargo, and mines.
I. INTRODUCTION these could contribute to the classification of targets.
We address in this paper a challenging classification Boulinguez [5] proposed a technique for obtaining a problem: that of classifying objects buried under sediment complete identification and localization of objects emin the seafloor. The complexity of the problem arises from bedded in sediment. The parametric sonar was used to factors such as the propagating media, clutter caused by acquire 3D data on the subbottom area and wavelets were biological sources in the water column, and the fact that employed for eliminating the noise; high order spectra acoustic noise in normal incidence-reflection generated by were used both to improve the range resolution and for the volume scattering (from inhomogeneities within the classification. Boulinguez also studied object classification sediments) and surface scattering (from roughness of the using features extracted from the entropy of the Wavelet sediment) is frequently higher than the amplitude of echoes packet coefficients and from fractal analysis in [6] .
reflected from the buried target of interest.
Miao introduced in [7] a system which uses principal There are many techniques, particularly pattern recogni-component analysis for feature extraction and then neural tion methods, employed to solve this type of problems. networks for detection and classification of targets in six The signals to be classified should first be transformed different optical bands ranging from near UV to near IR. into a favorable space by one or more projection methods The outputs of the detector/classifier networks in all the from which we obtain feature vectors. Among the most channels were fused together in the final decision making frequently used projection techniques are the short time system. Azimi [8] , [9] proposed a classification system that target separation must be great enough to be in the first consists of a feature extractor using wavelet packets in Fresnel zone (i.e., L << 2rA, where L is the length of conjunction with linear predictive coding, a feature se-the cylinder or of the insonified "spot" of a longer cylinder, lection scheme, and a backpropagation neural network A is the acoustic wavelength, and r is the range from the classifier. A multiaspect fusion scheme was also employed axis of the cylinder to the receiver or field point). Stanton for improving the classification performance. Trucco et [12] shows that taking into account arbitrary transmitter al.
[10], [11] presented a pattern recognition method for direction, receiver position and cylinder orientation, and the detection of buried objects. The beamformed signals assuming that r >> L, the expression of the scattered were divided into partially overlapping frames and then pressure at acoustic wavenumber k is given by (1) : projected in the time-frequency space. Features were then extracted and fed into a multivariate Gaussian classifier.
The aim of our current paper is to present a method for A ) A buried target classification based on joint time-frequency techniques and singular value decomposition of the transx Em sin (rJm)e-ir-cos(mo) (1) formed image. Of The assumption made for the infinite cylinder is that sediment, zs is depth of the cylinder below the surface, there is no absorption, dispersion, or nonlinearity in the cw is the sound speed in water and pw is the density of cylinder or the surrounding medium [12] . The scattering water. The phase factor is altered by 6ikr to account for from ends of the cylinder are ignored, and the receiver-transmission through the bottom. Hence, 
over a discrete range ofwavenumbers kn, n = 0, 1, , N.
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between-class scatter:
gi(X) > gj(x), j7 i (10) field data is shown in Fig. 1 The sensitivity of the algorithm to the target material similar higher accuracies than the linear classifiers for both was tested in experiment 5. In this experiment, for the Wigner and Choi-Williams distributions. The quadratic free field data the size of the training and testing data was and Mahalanobis classifiers tested in free field proved to 133 vectors. The target sound velocity for the training data be robust to the changes in the environmental conditions set was c,=2800 m/s. We use the same depth and three and burial depth. 
